Abstract-Embedded systems are often operating under hard real-time constraints, for example in automotive applications. For such systems, robustness and reliability are crucial, which calls for rigorous system design and methodologies for validation. In this paper we advocate a design methodology for robust, realtime systems, based on Timber; a pure reactive system model that allows for formal reasoning about various system properties. We outline how system specifications in Timber can be "compiled" into efficient standalone executables for general light-weight microcontroller platforms. Methods for resource analysis and implications to system dimensioning and validation are further discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Embedded systems are often operating under hard real-time constraints, for example in automotive applications such as engine control, brake systems etc. For such systems, robustness and reliability are indeed critical, as system malfunction may have disastrous consequences. The ever increasing complexity of such safety critical systems, sets new demands for rigorous system design and validation methodologies. In this paper we will discuss the high-level programming and systems modeling language Timber, in the light of embedded, safety critical, realtime applications. Timber is a true cross-paradigm language, seamlessly integrating the following concepts;
. Concurrent objects . State protection . Synchronous and asynchronous messages . Deadline scheduling . Higher-order functions (methods, classes) . Referential transparency . Automatic memory management . Static type safety, with -subtyping -parametric polymorphism -overloading However, it is the notion of reactivity that gives Timber its characteristic flavor, in effect Timber methods never block for events, they are invoked by them. Before we get deep into the details of Timber, let us first state a number of outstanding challenges of real-time embedded system design.
A. Challenges of Real-Time Embedded System Design Scavenging the field of real-time embedded system design, we come across a number of identifiable key problems;
. Capturing the timely behavior of a reactive system . Ensuring state integrity while avoiding unintended blocking . Correctly managing dynamic memory . Performing system dimensioning and verification
B. Capturing the Specification
Real-time system design is usually identified with the concept of using a Real-Time Operating Systems (RTOS) for concurrency and process management. A quick survey gives at hand a number of RTOS approaches, ranging from minimalistic OS cores such as TinyOS [1] and Contiki [2] , to fully fledged systems like VxWorks [3] , RT-Linux [4] and QNX [5] .
Traditional C/C++ coding for RTOS lacks the ability to natively capture the timely behavior of a system. Whereas the real-time behavior of the system is often specified in terms of reaction deadlines, the common RTOS programming model requires the reactions to be translated into processes or threads, and the deadlines to be translated into priorities. Attempts to address this problem have been made, see e.g. [6] .
Even if we can derive appropriate thread priorities, the problem of mapping a concept of time constrained reactions onto traditional language constructs remains.
To remedy this fundamental problem, a number of languagebased approaches have been suggested. Real-Time Specification for Java (RTSJ) is an example of a concurrent language with a real-time extension [7] . Although RTSJ introduces the notion of deadlines, the current priority-based scheduler implemented in the Real-Time Java Virtual Machine (RTJVM) requires the programmer to assign priorities to each thread. Deadlines are currently intended mainly for on-line schedulability analysis and detection of missed deadlines and time budget (cost) over-runs.
In the realm of experimental, real-time programming languages we find designs that do provide general forms of timing constraints that, at least in principle, could open up for deadline-based scheduling. Examples are Real-time Euclid [8] , RTC++ [9] , and CRL [10] . Hooman [12] . Firstly, the latency of memory allocation must still be predictable, to allow for accurate execution-time analysis. Secondly, the garbage collector itself must be scheduled so as to never violate any deadlines in the system.
In the general case, events can occur at any time, which suggests that the GC should be interruptible. That is, in the case the GC is running when an event occurs, there is a risk its deadline will be missed if handling is suspended until the GC has finished. Thus, it must be possible to interrupt the GC and handle the event immediately. However, this kind of real-time GC has not yet reached widespread acceptance, and traditional RTOS design typically excludes automatic memory management altogether in favor of the traditional "malloc/free" memory management interface. The use of "malloc/free" itself may lead to uncontrolled memory fragmentation, such that the system eventually (and unexpectedly) runs out-of-memory!
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An illustrative example of the GC dilemma is found in the Real-Time Specification for Java. Java threads operating under real-time conditions are restricted to use only non-GC memory (which might be either static or scoped). This is to guarantee that memory allocations by real-time threads will never invoke the garbage collector, which would risk violating real-time properties. The effect is that even though RT Java is a garbage collected language, the programmer is forced to resort to scoped non-dynamic memory for all real-time threads.
E. System Dimensioning and Verification
When designing and dimensioning hard real-time systems it is crucial to ensure that reaction deadlines will be met by the implementation at all times. However, as mentioned in the previous Section I-B, it is hard to capture reaction deadlines into traditional programming language constructs. This precludes formal verification to be directly based on the system description. Hence, over the years, a number of indirect approaches have been developed.
One simple, but obviously less satisfactory approach, is to validate the system through simulation. Only in cases where the system (and its environment) has a totally predictable behavior this is an acceptable solution. A prominent example thereof is a statically (offline) scheduled system handling periodic inputs. However, such systems are quite inflexible and cumbersome to design and update. Another drawback is that these systems are active (opposed to reactive) in turn leading to higher CPU load (and hence higher power consumption) than a reactive counterpart in cases where events do not occur on each period.
Dynamically scheduled systems offer many advantages, e.g. they are responsive to sporadic events (events that can occur at any time with a least interval), they are more flexible, hence easier to design and update and they can efficiently be put to sleep when awaiting further events. System verification may be done through formal schedulability analysis (given reaction deadlines, reaction execution times, and a timely event model).
Rate-monotonic (RM) scheduling is a popular and well understood simplification of the general case. It indicates the use of priority based scheduling together with the assumption that reaction deadlines equal the inter-arrival times of periodic events. Priorities are computed online (inverse proportional to deadline). Although applicable in many cases, RM suffers from suboptimal CPU utilization (down to about 70% for a large number of simultaneously executing periodic processes with arbitrary periods). However, a more fundamental problem concerns establishing reliable execution times for the event reactions -a requirement for formal schedulability analysis. Encoding event reactions in the form of RTOS and middleware services complicates such analyses, as formal descriptions of all system components might be hard to obtain.
II. TIME FOR TIMBER
In order to meet the challenges of real-time embedded system design we advocate a design methodology based on Timber; a pure reactive system model that allows for formal reasoning about various system properties. Timber (the name is derived from the words time, embedded and reactive) is a system description language that captures the sought real-time system behavior as events and their reactions in the form of reactive objects. The rigorous type system and formal semantics ensure the description to be concise and well defined. Timber descriptions preserve all the native parallelism of the system, without burdening the designer with any need of explicit coding of the parallel behavior. Under the Timber execution model, an event causes a reaction that in turn can generate further events. A central property of Timber semantics is that each reaction will terminate (run-to-end) independent of further events, hence a system described in Timber will be responsive at all times (under the limitation of available CPU resources). This provides for meaningful reasoning about lower and upper time bounds for the system reactions. These time bounds make out the foundation for further system analyses. A system description in Timber can be viewed as a platform independent model, which for a given target system can be translated to an efficient executable (consisting of a real-time scheduler, memory manager and code that implements the system's reactions). Thus, the generated software is a complete implementation of the initial system description and does not add any components of uncertainty that external code such as operating systems and device drivers may invoke. This leads to the conclusion that properties derived from system analyses will hold also for the target system. Given appropriate tools for analyses, we may derive a minimal, custom-made target system that meet the resource demands of the initial specification. Furthermore, in addition to the full Timber language, tinyTimber is being developed as a C-interface to a reduced Timber run-time system, useful towards migrating legacy code into the Timber paradigm, see Section II-E.
A. Capturing the Specification in Timber
Here we will just briefly overview the constructs of Timber that are most relevant to the rest of the paper. For an in depth description, we refer to the draft language report [13] , the formal semantics definition [14] , and previous work on reactive objects [15] , [16] and functional languages [17] .
In the following example, we show how a Timber program can be interfaced to the physical environment, through the use of interrupts and hardware registers. The example consists of the sonar class, the alarm class (not depicted) and the main class. The sonar periodically sends a pulse and listens to the echo to determine if an alarm should be alerted. The alarm is also informed on the time the pulse was sent. The pulse is generated by writing to a hardware register (port In the example Figure 1 , the template keyword indicates the definition an object generator (class) with the identifier sonar, the instantiation code t := baseline and a public interface consisting of a record with labels s onar and st art. An object consists of state variables and action (asynchronous)/request (synchronous) methods used to update/inspect the state.
The execution model of Timber ensures mutual exclusion between the methods of an object instance, thus relieving the programmer from the burden of explicitly enforcing state integrity. In the above example, the methods ping, stop and echo will execute under mutual exclusion. However, the execution model also allows object instances to be fully parallel as shown in Figure 2 where multiple concurrent objects are created, instances s and a.
To ensure that blocking will not be indefinite, each method must run-to-end, and deadlocks must be detected and turned into exceptions. Fortunately the latter comes for free as an inherent feature of the Timber run-time system. The former criterion, a run-to-end semantics, is actually guaranteed by the language, as long as methods do not voluntarily step into infinite loops. Infinite loops are however always degenerate in Timber, and in particular not part of the structure of an infinite reactive process. Instead, every Timber object is identical to a process, and objects will exist as long as there are external references to them. Due to the run-to-end semantics of methods, we may thus say that Timber processes are infinite and reactive by construction.
2) Time in Timber: Communication is carried out by the means of synchronous and timed asynchronous messages expressed directly in the language (not as OS primitives). Scheduling of a message corresponds to method execution on the object instance. Each message holds a baseline, i.e, an absolute time for the arrival of the message. The be fore construct gives a relative deadline for the execution of a message, used by the Timber real-time scheduler. E.g., the ping method should finish within 50 microseconds after the ping message was eligible for scheduling. The after construct gives a relative shift in time for future scheduling.
E.g., another ping message will be eligible for scheduling in 1 second. The baseline of a message is managed by the scheduler and is free of jitter caused for example by the actual time for posting events (which indeed might vary due to the actual schedule). Hence, the timely behavior will be free of drift (besides that of hardware related fluctuations). Notice; * no explicit coding for parallelism is required (the object instances a and s run in parallel) * no need to worry about multiple timers (multiple timed messages are managed by the real-time scheduler)
* no explicit coding is needed to ensure state integrity;
for example, the interrupt-driven method echo may assume that state variable t will stay constant during an invocation, even though the same variable is also modifiable by the timer-driven method ping. In this section we have demonstrated how sought real-time behavior of can be captured by Timber constructs. Recapitulation and conclusions; * Objects and parallelism: The parallel and object oriented models go hand in hand. An object instance executes in parallel with the rest of the system, while the state encapsulated in the object is protected by forcing the methods of the object instance to execute under mutual exclusion. This implicit coding of parallelism and state integrity coincides with the intuition of a reactive object. In a correct Timber program, all methods are non-blocking, hence the system will be responsive to incoming events at all times. * Events, methods and time: The semantics of Timber conceptually ties events and methods in a way that makes it possible to unify the timely requirements for a reaction to an event, with the run-time demands on the execution of a method. B. An ABS Model Example To exemplify the utility of reactive object modeling in the field of automotive software, we show the overall structure of a typical ABS system in Figure 4 . The primary difference compared to standard graphical software models like UML are that boxes simultaneously represent both stateful objects and concurrent processes, that arrows represent the direction of (typed) event flows (solid/dotted lines indicate asynchronous/synchronous communication respectively), and that the timing semantics of a model is fully implied by its graphical structure and explicit code.
C. From Specification to Implementation
A system description in Timber can be viewed as a formal model of the system implementation. The designer may also choose to model the system's environment in Timber. This is especially useful in modeling embedded applications, where the behavior of the environment often allows precise and detailed modeling. Similar approaches are widely applied in the design, debugging, validation and verification of digital systems. Hardware description languages (HDLs) such as VDHL, Veriolog, Superlog and SystemC are commonly used to describe system specifications and their environment in the form of implementations and test-benches. Using environment models, stimuli for functional validation can be automatically generated and the simulation results analyzed. In the realm of digital design, formal methods are getting increasing attention, this largely since faults are considered to be so costly that it pays of in the end to use a rigorous, formal, methodology for design verification.
In the following we will argue that system and environment descriptions in Timber opens up for such possibilities in the realm of embedded real-time system design. Hence, we advocate Timber, not as some theoretical tool merely useful to computer scientists, but indeed as an alternative for hands on implementation of real-time embedded systems. The semantics of Timber does not state in which way the execution mechanisms of methods, posting of events and management of memory should be devised. It only defines the expected results, and states the timing properties for a correct implementation. Hence there is no "single" format for the implementation of Timber. From a system specification in Timber an executable is generated consisting of;
. real-time scheduler . dynamic memory manager . the implementation for all methods (actions/requests) of the specification The real-time scheduler uses a hardware abstraction layer (HAL) to interface the environment. Fundamental hardware related issues, such a definition of word-length, interrupt vectors, system timer, the context switch mechanism, memory layout, and power/clock modes, are managed by the HAL. Once a Timber executable is downloaded, a startup procedure is carried out. The memory manager is initiated and the object structure together with the corresponding state variables are created and bound to the environment (i.e., interrupts and registers). Whenever an interrupt occurs, the corresponding method becomes eligible for execution.
The current Timber real-time scheduler maintains separate memory stacks and message queues for each object instance. When all methods eligible for scheduling has run-to-end the system is idle. This can be utilized to put the system into suitable hardware specific low-power mode. In the case all message queues are empty, the system can be put to deep sleep (even stopping the timer), woken only by external events (interrupts). In [18] for a comprehensive overview of 195 garbage collection algorithms based on their relation to hard real-time systems and Timber in particular. Furthermore, [18] , [19] describe experimental implementations of interruptible garbage collectors for Timber.
The current Timber compiler takes a Timber program as input and generates a platform independent implementation in the form of C code. The C code defines object instantiation procedures and object methods. The generated C code is then compiled and linked with the hardware specific HAL, the realtime scheduler and the garbage collector. The result is an executable that runs on a bare system. Thus, the generated software is a complete implementation of the initial system description and does not add any components of uncertainty that external code such as "external" operating systems and "third party" device drivers may invoke. This lead us to the conclusion that properties derived from system analyses on the specification will hold also for the target system implementation. We foresee implications to many areas; lowpower system design, validation, verification and robustness; system dimensioning and context awareness; fault detection and system maintenance etc.
Recapitulation and conclusions; . Timber Specification: A description in Timber can be viewed as a formal model for the system implementation. The designer may also choose to model the system's environment in Timber. Using environment models, stimuli for functional validation can be automatically generated and the simulation results analyzed. . Timber Implementation: A system description in Timber can for a given target system be translated to an efficient executable (consisting of a real-time scheduler, memory manager and code that implements the system's reactions). Thus, the generated software is a complete implementation of the initial system description and does not add any components of uncertainty. This leads to the conclusion that properties derived from system analyses will hold also for the target system. Given appropriate tools for analyses, we may e.g. derive the least complex target system that meet the resource demands of the initial specification.
D. Timber Program Analysis
It is common that embedded systems are designed as hard real-time systems and the only way to guarantee that a system has enough capacity to ensure functionality even under extreme conditions is through analysis. One approach is to apply schedulability analysis on the system and use that information as a basis for safe system dimensioning.
Schedulability [21] the language based approach [20] is extended to a sufficient subset of Timber to create a number of time-bound functions that will give the execution time for each schedulable unit.
The experiments conducted in [21] indicate that the theoretical WCET (derived through program analysis and cycles/instruction taken from [22] ), give a safe and accurate estimation of actual WCET -derived through worst case simulations using [23] . Language based WCET analysis is an important step towards full system schedulability analysis and system dimensioning. E. tinyTimber tinyTimber is a C-interface to a reduced Timber run-time system. It is developed to give devoted C-programmers a chance to utilize some of the important features of Timber, such as object-oriented reactive system design, deadline driven scheduling and automatic state protection. tinyTimber is not only for try out, it can also be a good replacement for other small RTOS, especially for safety critical real-time embedded applications. However, it lacks Timber's strong type system and does currently not support automatic garbage collection. A prototype version of tinyTimber has been successfully tested on the Atmel AVR 169, requiring <4k flash and <lk RAM.
III. CONCLUSIONS Safety critical applications demands rigorous system design and methodologies for dimensioning and validation. We have presented an alternative design methodology for robust, realtime systems based on Timber; a pure reactive system model that allows for formal reasoning. Timber allows the timely behavior to be captured into reactive objects that represent a unification of the object-oriented and parallel programming paradigms. Timber offers dynamic (heap based) memory management, such relieving the programmer from the heavy burden of correct manual memory management. We have outlined how a Timber specification can be turned into an efficient executable for a target platform and that properties derived from the specification will hold also for the implementation. A method for WCET resource analysis has been reviewed and the implication to system dimensioning and validation has been indicated. We conclude that Timber holds the potential to challenge the daemons of traditional design methodology. Ongoing research further explores compiler design, memory management and the potential of formal methods. ACKNOWLEDGMENT Thanks to Linus Svensson for contributions on the WCET analysis. The work has been funded by EU regional funds.
